Quick Tips for Using Milestone 212
This is only a quick tip guide. For a more detailed guide go to - http://www.bones.ch/bones/pages/eng/support/milestone212.html
How the buttons are laid out
Top Surface
The top surface has 5 push buttons. A large center Play button with 4 buttons around it arranged in the shape of a cross:
Play button – the big button in the center. It is the only one that is smooth
Mode button – The Mode button is only button below the Play button. It is marked with a large X that you can feel. This one is the “Mode” button. 
Left Arrow button – To the immediate left of the Play button is the Left Arrow button.
Right Arrow button – To the immediate right of the Play button is the Right Arrow button.
Record button – Immediately above the Play button is the Record button.
All of these buttons act as a directional pad to navigate around the Play button. The Record button takes you up. The Left Arrow button takes you left and so on.
If you slide down again with your fingers, you reach the round vents of the speaker. 
Speaker – immediately below the X button.
Power indicator light – in the top left corner of the top surface

Front side
Selector button – a push button on the left side
Mini-USB connector – a long opening in the middle
External Microphone jack – on the right side


Bottom side
Headphone connector – This is to the right. It is the only connector on this side

Right Long side
SD Card slot – this is in the middle of the right long side. It is the only opening on the right long side
Attention: In case you have problems with inserting the SD memory card make sure the card is adjusted correctly. The card has a ribbed side. This is where the contacts are. In addition one corner is notched. When inserting the card make sure the ribbed side is in front and the notched corner is facing down.

Types of files you can use
The milestone 212 can read MP3, AAC, WAV, WMA, and TXT. It can also ready DAISY 2.02, Audible AA and AAX, and NLS format books
Navigating Books
The application “Books” reads intelligent talking books, for example in DAISY format. Any book that is navigable will use this application. This includes Audible and NLS Digital Talking books. 
Play and Pause a Book
Press the “Selector” button on the front end until you hear the announcement “Books”. Now you are in the right application. To start reading a book, press the “Play” button in the middle of the keyboard. Milestone 212 starts the first book it can find. To pause the playback of the book press “Play” again.
3.2 Navigate within a book.
You can navigate around a book instead of listening to it whole. Depending on which kind of book you are listening there are different options to navigate.
The Record and Mode buttons allow you to check what kind of navigation options are available (such as Chapter, Phrase, etc). Press Record to go up in the list and Mode to go down in the list. Once you select the level of navigation you want use the arrow buttons to navigate.
Please be aware that most books do not provide all navigation options. The number of available navigation options depends on the type of book and how it is edited.
Levels of Navigation available
To skip forward or backward through a level use the arrow buttons
Phrase - A phrase is the smallest navigation possibility and for example may correspond to a sentence. The exact definition depends how the book was published.
Time jump - Jump 2 minutes of reading in the desired direction backward or forward
Beginning of book / end of book - Jump to the beginning or end of the book 
Bookmarks - Select inserted bookmarks
Bookshelf – choose all available books on the SD card. Press Play to start a book.
Sleep timer – use the Right arrow button to turn on the sleep timer. Use the Left arrow button to turn it off. The sleep timer will pause playback at the desired time. If there is no activity for 10 minutes it will turn itself off at the last reading position
Set Sleep timer – you can set how long the player remains active before the sleep timer switches it off. Use the arrow buttons to adjust the duration.
Pages jump - Jump to next or previous page by pressing the arrow buttons. To enter a desired page directly, pause the book, push and hold “Selector” and then in addition enter the page number with the “Left arrow”, “Play” and “Right arrow”. With each push on “Left arrow” you select between the three-digit figures: 100, 200, 300 et cetera., with “Play” you reach the two-digit figures 10 to 90 and with “Right arrow” you select between the single-digit figures from 1 to 9. Afterwards release “Selector” to reach the desired page.
First level (Chapter). Jump to the next or previous main chapter by pressing the arrow buttons. For example from chapter 1 to chapter 2.
Second level. Jump to the next or previous sub-chapter by pressing the arrow buttons. For example from chapter 1.2 to chapter 1.3.
Third level. Jump to the next or previous third level sub-chapter with the arrow buttons. For example from chapter 1.2.1 to chapter 1.2.2.
Fourth level. Jump to the next or previous fourth level sub-chapter by pressing the arrow buttons. For example from chapter 1.2.1.1 to chapter 1.2.1.2.
Footnotes jump. Jump to the next or previous footnote with the arrow buttons.
Marginals jump. Jump to the next or previous marginal note by using the arrow buttons. Marginalia are text parts in frames or separate columns.
3.3 Select a book.
Use the Bookshelf navigation option to choose a book
Press Record or Mode buttons until you hear “Bookshelf”. Use the arrow buttons to select a book. All DAISY 2.02, NLS and Audible books are listed.
Press “Play” to start the desired book. Once a book begins being read navigation level changes automatically to “Phrase jump”.
3.4 Bookmarks – Creating and erasing
To set a bookmark press Record for 2 seconds. Milestone 212 announces “Bookmark set” and the number of the bookmark. You can create a bookmark during play back or while paused
Bookmarks are saved directly into the book. This means they are saved on the SD memory card. This allows you to exchange bookmarks with friends and keep bookmarks with a book so that you can save several books on several memory cards and never lose your place. You may insert up to 120 bookmarks per book.
To navigate from one bookmark to another press Record or Mode until you hear “Bookmark”. Then use the arrow buttons to jump between bookmarks you have created.
Bookmarks are activated in the order of appearance in the book and not in chronological order they were inserted. This make finding your bookmarks intuitive and quick.
To delete a bookmark press Mode and Play together.
For a more detailed guide go to - http://tech.aph.org/bpdt_info.htm 

